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Abstract: A holistic approach to daylight dynamics in our built environment can have beneficial
outcomes for both physiological and visual effects on humans. Simulations of how daylight variables
affect light levels on the horizontal work plane are compared to their physiological effects, measured
as melanopic EDI (Melanopic Equivalent Daylight Illuminance) on a vertical plane. The melanopic
EDI levels were calculated in a simulated office space in ALFA software (Adaptive Lighting for
Alertness) employing the daylight variables of orientation, time of day, season, sky conditions and
spatial orientation. Results were analyzed for how daylight design can contribute to the physiological
effects of dynamic light in office buildings. Daylight is shown to be a sufficient light source in the
majority of cases to meet the recommended values of EDI and provide the suggested horizontal lx
level according to the Danish Standards. A mapping of daylight conditions, focusing on the specific
factors presented here, can provide guidelines in the design process and future smart building
systems. The complex interrelationship between these parameters is important to acknowledge when
working with daylight dynamics as a sustainable element in architecture and lighting design.

Keywords: daylight design; daylight variables; simulation melanopic EDI; lighting design; dynamic
daylight design; physiological needs for lighting

1. Introduction

Daylight is the planet’s primary energy source [1]. While in the built environment there
has been a focus on energy-optimizing and designing energy-efficient daylight solutions
for thermal and visual needs, the physiological effects of light are increasingly studied and
discussed as a parameter in lighting designs, becoming the new criteria for how and to
what extent we qualify daylight and electrical light in buildings [2].

Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE) specifies “melanopic EDI to provide
guidance on how to manipulate the human lighting environment for non-visual responses
in people with a regular, day-active schedule [3]”. By understanding light as something
that both has a visual and physiological effect upon humans, we must rethink how we
implement light in our everyday environments and thereby our approaches to lighting
design; how do we quantify and measure these different qualities of light? Today the
physiological effects are often validated in electrical light, but in practice, these effects are
results of both daylight and/or electrical light exposure [4].

To seek the full potential of natural daylight dynamics at a given time, orientation
and space, with both visual, physiological and sustainable benefits in mind, this article
investigates the physiological effects of dynamic daylight by simulating the melanopic
EDI and comparing this to the horizontal illuminance on a work plane within the same
daylight variations. The aim is to investigate ways that architects and lighting designers
can implement integrative dynamic lighting in the early design phase through simulations
of both visual and physiological effects of dynamic light.

An understanding for how to implement daylight dynamics as a design parameter
works toward ensuring adequate light in our built environments to meet human physical
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needs [4]. The growing awareness of the physiological effects of light can be seen as a new
opportunity to discuss how we may optimize the sustainable considerations of daylight
design by balancing the exposure of natural daylight and electric lighting [5,6]. While
electrical light enables us to expand the length of daytime regardless of the presence of
daylight, it also contributes to increased energy consumption. Through spending most of
our time indoors, we are increasingly exposed to electrical lighting that affects us quite
differently from the natural dynamics of daylight and natural light/darkness cycles [7].

The focus within the lighting industry has over the past years moved towards the
biological potency of light, where adjustments in intensity and spectrum of electrical light
are designed to mimic dynamic daylight changes and to support the human circadian
rhythm [8]. This tendency has led to concerns being expressed by leading neuroscientists
who experience the industry as being way ahead of the evidence-based research of the
physiological effects of light [9,10]. In the article “Circadian Photoentrainment in Mice
and Humans” [9], Foster and colleagues describe the current knowledge within the field
as a “limited understanding of how the intensity and the duration of light exposure
interact”. In their view, we are still learning about the human circadian responses to light.
Fundamental knowledge about the links between duration time, spectrum, intensity, age
and light history is still to needed before we can work with the physiological effects of
light as an actual design strategy [9,10]. As a way forward, Foster and colleagues suggest
researching the duality between natural and electrical light by assessing their individual
lighting parameters in relation to each other [9].

We investigate and discuss the effect of the daylight variations, expressed as melanopic
EDI and horizontal illuminance. The vertical melanopic EDI calculations, in this case,
represent the physiological effects of light, while horizontal illuminance represents today’s
standards for the visual effects of light on a work plane. The results of the calculations
are compared to the recommendations of 250 melanopic EDI during the day [11] and the
Danish Standards recommendation for 500 horizontal lx [12].

1.1. Balancing the Visual and Physiological Effects of Light

The physiological effects of lights are mediated by the photoreceptors in the retina:
rod, cones and the Intrinsically Retinal Ganglion Cells (ipRGCs) [9,10]. The ipRGCs contain
the photopigment melanopsin that sends direct signals to the brain’s circadian clock, the
suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN). When the melanopsin photopigment is activated by light,
it signals the brain to suppress the production of the melatonin hormone, also known as
the hormone that prepares us for sleep [13].

The melanopsin photopigment is sensitive to high intensity, short wavelength light;
adjustments in intensity and wavelength affects the production of melatonin [13]. When
studying daylight dynamics, this wavelength sensitivity aligns with the natural day-night
cycle. The daylight spectrum at noon and dusk respectively show a variation in both
intensity and the presence of blue wavelengths, where the level of blue wavelengths falls
as day turns into dusk [14]. Daylight is further characterized by the balance of direct and
diffuse light—warm sunlight and cool skylight. The interplay between these two is a key
element in daylight [15] and what differentiates daylight from today’s static and uniform
office lighting [16].

1.2. The Dynamic Daylight as Design Parameter

Optimization of daylight intake as a sustainable light source is well documented [17,18].
Knoop et al. describe how daylight characteristics surpass electric light when it comes to
fulfilling human needs for light [17]. Another argument for optimizing the use of daylight is
to focus on the qualities of the dynamic character of natural light—the changes in intensities
and shadows as clouds pass in front of the sun; the contrast between cool skylight and warm
sunbeams; sudden changes from clear to overcast skies. Dynamic daylight can change the
atmosphere of our surroundings and bring materials and colors to life [19]. Architecturally,
we invite these dynamic changes into our buildings through windows, glass facades and
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skylights, which also create a connection to the naturally dynamic environment outside [20].
Nevertheless, there are challenges in justifying dynamic daylight as a reliable contributor
to indoor environments, where visual and physiological needs are met by electrical light
with little or no response to the dynamics of daylight [4].

“It seems intuitive that daylight should be preferred wherever possible over artificial light,
yet we have little data to support this claim” [21]. Research into the physiological effects of
light is at a stage where it is still studied through controlled laboratory tests [10]. These
laboratory tests are often focused on extreme parameters, such as very bright light for long
durations [9]. The dynamic daylight is simply too complex to incorporate as a reliable factor
and is therefore seldom an integrated parameter in these tests [4]. In the built environment,
daylight is, however, an essential contributor to the total lit environment and since it is our
natural light source, it should be considered as the main contributor to both physiological
and visual stimuli [8].

Daylight dynamics are complex and dependent on many factors. For this experiment,
four dynamic daylight variables have been defined: season, window orientation, sky con-
ditions and time of day. The changes of seasons affect humans significantly, especially in
northern latitudes such as Scandinavia. A study conducted in Sweden showed that, during
the wintertime, 53.2% of participants experienced seasonal variation in mood and energy,
and for almost 20% of participants, these changes influenced their daily life [22]. Through-
out the seasons, daylight varies significantly in terms of intensity and distribution due to
the number of daylight hours, the weather, the height of the sun over the horizon, etc. [17].

During a clear or partly cloudy-sky condition, each space with different window
orientation gives a distinctive character and color tone of light. The directionality and
illuminance levels of the light vary significantly as well [19]. For North and South facing
spaces, the distinction can be especially noticeable with more diffuse and dim light for
North facing spaces and direct sunlight with high illuminance values, as well as heat gain,
if there is no daylight control, for South window orientation [23].

With a clear sky, there is a peak sky radiance distribution around the sun, which
weakens with distance. With an overcast sky, the clouds cause a homogenous radiance [24].
Sky conditions, among other factors, have a remarkable influence on the biological effects
of light [25,26].

1.3. Connectedness through Natural Lighting Qualities

In her book ‘Connectedness: An Incomplete Encyclopedia of the Anthropocene’, Mari-
anne Krogh states how: “We look at nature as something that is detached from ourselves” [27].
The physiological effects of light are yet another piece of evidence for the inevitable connec-
tion that we have to nature and our surroundings [28]. The more we study the effects of
light, the more we understand that the dynamic changes that daylight naturally holds have
a connection to our experience of our surroundings, but also to our biological clock and
our general physical and mental well-being [2,29,30]. To reconnect man and nature, it is
therefore relevant to investigate how we can use daylights’ dynamic changes strategically
in lighting design solutions to enhance both visual and physiological effects [4].

As mentioned, the physiological effects of light have mainly been studied through
controlled laboratory tests with electrical light [10]. However, we are beginning to see
multidimensional technological tools that can simulate, calculate and measure the complex
variables of daylight where we can begin to integrate these variations in the lighting design
process. We need to see daylight as something more than just an overcast sky for calculating
Daylight Factor. With a focus on the divergent qualities of daylight, we may find answers to
the next chapter in lighting design, Integrative Lighting [3], where visual and physiological
effects of light are equally acknowledged and considered in architecture and lighting design
solutions [10].

Because of the scope of this article, the experiment is set in an office environment, but
the overall idea of bringing daylight dynamics into the early design phase can later be
studied for residential lighting, industrial setting, museum lighting, etc.
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2. Experiment
2.1. Methodology

To study the impact and the relation of daylight dynamics to melanopic EDI levels,
as well as their relation to horizontal illuminance levels, two experiments have been
conducted with the ALFA simulation tool [31]. First, we examine how simulations of
daylight dynamics with the variables of time of day, season, orientation and sky type meet
250 melanopic EDI, the minimum recommendation during daytime to support alertness,
the circadian rhythm and a good night’s sleep [11]. Secondly, we examine how calculations
of dynamic daylight, using the same variables, meet Danish standards for 500 horizontal
lx [12].

• Regarding the seasonal changes, simulations were conducted on the 21st of December,
June and March/September respectively to obtain results from the summer and winter
solstice as well as the spring/fall equinox.

• The daylight inflow is influenced by seasonal changes and orientation due to the sun’s
path and is studied throughout the day with calculations times at either 9 AM, 12 PM
or 3 PM.

• Regarding sky conditions, clear sky, partly cloudy and overcast were used for the
simulations.

• Regarding orientation, the window orientations of north, east, west, south were used.

The results of the experiments are presented through graphs and tables, where the
individual results are assessed concerning how they meet the relevant recommendations. A
green circle indicates that the calculations meet the recommendation, while the red circles
indicate calculations that do not meet the recommendation.

2.2. ALFA Lighting Simulation Program

ALFA (Adaptive Lighting for Alertness) uses an extended Radiance lighting engine to
render in high resolution with 81-colour spectra [31]. This approach allows an estimation
of the amount of light absorbed by an observer’s physiological photoreceptors, while at the
same time considering the observer’s location and direction of view. Measuring the light
that is absorbed by the melanopsin photopigment in the ipRGCs, the quantity is referred
to as equivalent melanopic lx, which easily translates to the CIE recognized melanopic
EDI [32]. The ALFA lighting simulation program is used in this experiment to calculate the
equivalent melanopic lx and horizontal lx within the different variables.

The Melanopic Equivalent Daylight Illuminance (EDI) is measured vertically, 1.2 m
above floor level, to measure the retinal irradiance that reaches the eyes when sitting at
a desk [32]. The amount of light measured vertically depends on the way the light is
“present” in the space and will be a combination of direct light, reflected light from the
surface and daylight coming from the windows.

The melanopic EDI is the illuminance in radiation, compared to standard daylight
(D65), with an equal a-opic irradiance [33]. The visual value of D65, for instance, 1000 lx,
corresponds to 1000 lx of melanopic illuminance [8].

2.3. Experiment Setup

A model of an office was created in Rhinoceros 6, mimicking an office test space
located in Copenhagen, Denmark (see Figures 1 and 2). The room dimensions were set to
6.2 × 4.3 × 2.6 m. The space consists of four workstations (four desks and chairs). Desks
were created in Rhinoceros 6 with dimensions 1.2 × 0.76 m. The room was equipped
with two side windows with a size of 1.35 × 0.85 m and 78% transmittance. Selected
materials were presented in Appendices A.1 and A.2. The experiment setup does not
consider outdoor parameters like reflections or obstacles, surrounding environments nor
height. While these parameters are important local factors, this experiment focuses on
the daylight variations described above; the influence of the surrounding environment is
therefore considered as the next step in future work.
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To conduct a simulation in ALFA, the plane on which calculations were conducted
had to be selected. To follow the CIE recommendations [11], four planes were applied to
the model for each workstation. In Rhino, the “Plane” command was used to receive an
accurate surface for calculation purposes. The four planes were installed with dimensions
of 0.55 × 0.28 m.

The planes were placed at floor level for vertical calculations of equivalent melanopic lx
at 1.2 m. The following results will be referring to the average values from four workstations
in each case.

Only one view direction in the office was chosen in relation to the placement of
the workstation.

The view direction was later rotated when the window orientation of the space was
changed. The settings of the grid in ALFA were presented in Appendix A.3. The location
in Copenhagen was applied with the following coordinates: 55.6509◦ N, 12.5419◦ E.
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3. Results

The melanopic EDI calculations are analyzed according to a minimum recommenda-
tion of 250 melanopic EDI lx during the day [11]. The results can be seen in Figures 3 and 4.
A similar analysis has been performed for the horizontal illuminance according to the
recommendation of 500 lx [11], which can be seen in Figures 5 and 6.

The green circles in Figures 4 and 6 illustrate that in 78/108 of the daylight calculations
the melanopic EDI level was sufficient, according to the minimum recommendations for
light exposure during daytime [11], while the horizontal lx level was calculated as sufficient
in 60/108 of the calculations according to the Danish standards [12].

When looking at seasonal changes, both Figures 5 and 6 illustrate large fluctuations.
The summer and spring/autumn calculations result in high values despite different window
orientations and changes in time of day. The melanopic EDI calculations all meet the
recommended 250 melanopic EDI lx [11] in the summer and spring/fall calculations. In
comparison, the winter calculations are, in most of the cases, and as expected, below the
recommended minimum for both melanopic EDI and the horizontal lx.
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The aspect of “time of the day” seems to impact the result most during the winter
due to short winter days at this Nordic latitude. The calculations at 9 AM visualize a
clear pattern of low values, while the winter calculations at 12 PM visualize how weather
changes between clear sky or overcast conditions impact the calculations in either a positive
or negative direction.

In general, changes between clear and overcast skies seem to influence the results most
for the horizontal lx level, where the spring calculations at both 9 AM and 3 PM resulted in
inefficient levels, according to the Danish standards [12]. This may indicate that though the
daylight level is low due to overcast conditions, there may still be a high enough daylight
level to fulfill the physiological need for light.

Figures 5 and 6 visualize how window orientation is most relevant under clear sky or
partly cloudy conditions since the direct sunlight inflow affects these calculations. Under
these weather conditions, window orientation and time of day impact each other, because
of the changing position of the sun. The calculations during overcast conditions are similar
despite the change in window orientation.

4. Discussion

The results are based on parameters, in this specific simulation, of latitude, spatial and
material qualities. The experiment aims to understand how changes in season, weather,
time of day and orientation affect the daylight conditions in our buildings, focusing exclu-
sively on the daylight intake’s ability to meet either the melanopic EDI lx recommendations
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or the Danish horizontal lx standards for office spaces [11,12]. Knowing that a high daylight
intake can also have negative impacts, such as glare or overheated spaces [34], this illustra-
tion of the visual and physiological qualities from the direct sunlight intake can give rise to
a more nuanced discussion of when to block direct sunlight and how we design shading
devices [35,36]. For example, the design of sunscreens that filter the daylight intake instead
of blocking; or allowing direct sunlight to enter in directions where it will not cause any
glare. With a general sustainability focus in architecture, including the interplay between
visual, physiological and energy-efficient aspects of daylight, there is a need to work more
diversely with the given daylight conditions. By increasing our understanding of the
diverse aspects of daylight and the importance of the dynamics of light in our everyday
environments, we can eventually begin to integrate this knowledge into the design process.

The winter calculations for morning and overcast conditions resulted in low values
for both the horizontal lx and melanopic EDI lx. During these periods, additional electrical
lighting will be needed to meet the recommendations.

Daylight must thus also be an element in “Integrative Lighting” where daylight is
sufficient for both visual and physiological needs [3,37]. In this regard, the study of specific
daylight variations can be used to get a better understanding of planning for when the
daylight is sufficient, as well as when and to what extent additional electrical light is needed.
The results also show that there may be times where the daylight is efficient enough to fulfill
the recommendation for melanopic EDI lx, but not the horizontal lx. By differentiating
the two approaches throughout the design process, it is possible to investigate solutions
for specific needs, ensuring the sustainable aspects of electrical light by providing it only
when and where it is needed according to visual and physiological needs. A mapping of
daylight variations according to both visual and physiological light needs can therefore
be seen as the first step towards a more holistic approach to light, as something that not
only provides visual comfort but also perceived qualities, physiological effect and energy
efficient solutions. These can be conflicting criteria, but if we unfold the potential within
each criterion by studying how daylight variations can meet the specific needs, it may
inspire new approaches for working with the complex interplay between daylight and
electrical light.

Research projects, such as the Double Dynamic Lighting research (DDL), have already
been studying the spatial distribution of light through lighting hierarchies and combined
CCT, inspired by the natural dynamics of daylight changes between cool skylight and
warm direct sunlight. Through layers of electrical light, combining diffuse cold and direct
warm electrical light, the DDL project studied how the spatial distribution of light becomes
more balanced through a combination of different lighting qualities that respond to the
dynamic changes of the daylight intake [16,38].

In this article, we investigate more daylight variables than in the DDL research calcu-
lating both horizontal lx and melanopic EDI lx. Since the criteria and calculation methods
are different, the results are not to be compared as such. However, the juxtaposition of these
two measuring methods gives an opportunity to discuss how we quantify light. Horizontal
lx measurements may not be the most relevant method in modern office environments since
our workflows and tasks have changed. Today, we mainly work with screens, which set
new demands for our need for light [39]. In the article, “The ambient lighting manifesto”, the
four gurus within lighting research, Boyce, Cuttle, Kelly and Raynham, call for a paradigm
shift in lighting practice, changing the perspective of lighting standards from even horizon-
tal (desktop) illuminance, towards a focus on the spatial presence of light [39]. If we begin
to quantify our visual needs for light through the vertical measuring method as well, we
get an understanding of the light that reaches our eyes, which is more dependent on the
spatial distribution of light through a combination of electrical light, reflected light from
the surface and daylight coming from the windows.

In this experiment, we investigated the possibility of integrating daylight variations in
the early design phase. The results illustrate the complexity of involving daylight dynamics
into the design, but also indicate how a mapping of specific variations can provide a
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guideline for the additional electrical light needed to complement daylight and is relevant
when seeking answers for how to work with Integrative Lighting [3,39].

5. Conclusions

Daylight performance in the early design phase is often reduced to simplified metrics
such as Daylight Factor measured under overcast conditions. Today’s approach to daylight
design does not allow for the nuances in daylight dynamics, the relationship between these
shifts in conditions, dynamic shading devices, nor electrical light.

The overall aim of this article is to investigate selected daylight variations, using the
simulation tool ALFA. Through calculations of melanopic EDI lx and horizontal illuminance,
the results were validated and discussed according to the recommendation of 250 melanopic
EDI lx during the day [11] and the Danish Standards recommendation for 500 horizontal
lx [12]. With the rise of multidimensional simulation tools such as ALFA, we can work with
more complex light variables than previously. This article is a step in the direction towards
how to implement daylight variations in the early lighting design process, to create more
sustainable and energy-efficient lighting solutions in our built environment.

The results of the experiment can be divided into categories of time, weather condi-
tions, architectural design choices and lighting conditions, as guidelines for understanding
daylight qualities and the need for additional electrical light. Apart from seasonal changes,
time of day is connected to window orientation, the only parameter controlled and de-
signed by the architect and lighting designer. The weather conditions have an overall
impact depending on seasonal changes, and since sky conditions can change several times
during the day, it is the most acute and dynamic of the four factors.

The complex interrelationship between these parameters is important to acknowledge
when working with daylight dynamics as a sustainable element in architecture. A mapping
of daylight conditions, focusing on specific factors as presented here, can visualize the
potential benefits and obstacles as guidelines in the design process and future smart
building systems.

The results illustrate the potential of daylight variations as an integrated part of light-
ing design solutions for offices, since the calculated daylight is shown to provide a sufficient
light source in the majority of cases to meet the recommended values of melanopic EDI
(78/108 calculations) and horizontal lx level (60/108 calculations) [11,12]. The discus-
sion argues for a more holistic approach to the daylight performance indicators—visual
needs, physiological needs and energy aspects, where a common evaluation framework
throughout the design process, will result in a more nuanced interpretation of daylight’s
diverse qualities. Understanding daylight as a diverse source to both visually pleasant light
through a focus on flow, directionality and hierarchies of light (the DDL approach) [16,38],
provides a guideline for the supplement of electrical lighting (DDL and CIE’s Integrative
Lighting) [3,16,37,38] and as a way for optimizing indoor climate and energy efficiency,
through a more optimal intake of daylight. Further the focus on both visual and physio-
logical effects through two different measuring methods, can be seen as an opportunity to
rethink how we quantify light in accordance with actual needs, by focusing on light that
reaches the eyes for both visual and physiological needs.

6. Future Work

Future work will develop strategies for how to ensure daylight-enhanced buildings
through tests in larger, outdoor contexts with more parameters, such as reflections, sur-
rounding environments and buildings, as well spatial volumetrics [40,41].

The integrative lighting design approach [3,39] is relatively new; the process of devel-
oping tools and methods for integrating more criteria such as physiological effects is an
ongoing process. The horizontal work plane lx and melanopic EDI lx are only two criteria
in the complex process of designing with daylight and electrical light, where overheating,
energy, the perceived qualities of the daylight and the view are other important factors.
The tool presented for simulating melanopic EDI lux is relevant toward integrating the
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complex parameter physiological effects, however it is still a simulation. In future work,
these different criteria must be integrated into digital design tools to support the process of
designing with daylight and electrical light as a holistic and sustainable design element.
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Appendix A

Appendix A.1

Name R (photopic) R (melanopic) Specularity

Walls
White painted
corridor walls

79.8% 75.8% 0.4%

Floor Interior Flooring 38.1% 38.4% 1.1%

Ceiling
White painted
room ceiling

82.2% 77.4% 0.4%

Window Frame Aluminum white railing 78.2% 79.2% 1.7%

Table
Dupont Desaturated

blue 119
21.6% 23.4% 0.0%

Chair Munsell N 6.35 32.3% 32.7% 0.0%

Appendix A.2

Name T (photopic) T (melanopic)

Windows Double IGU Clear Tvis 78% 78.5% 77.7%

Appendix A.3

Spacing 119.5

Direction 1

Rotation

Depending on window orientation

• 0—South
• 90—East
• 180—North
• 270—West

Radius 23.2

Viewplane offset 120 cm

Workplane offset 76 cm
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